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In mid-June, BK Inna Kim, Coordinator of Brahma Kumaris in Mongolia, was invited to give a lecture
on karma for the Prosecutor's Office’s staff in the city of Kharkhorin, Ovorkhangai region, 250 miles
from Ulaanbaatar (the place where Genghis Khan founded the ancient capital of Mongolia).

Our new student Sis. Khorolgarav graduated from the University of Law in Ulaanbaatar and left to
Kharkhorin  for  her  job.  She  wanted  to  share  spiritual  knowledge  with  her  colleagues  because  the
profession of the prosecutor is very nervous and sometimes even corrupt. The long discussion about the
possibility of the programme resulted in our trip to this beautiful place in Mongolia where we met many
new people.

     

All the 16 members of the Prosecutor's Office gathered in the conference room to hear about the deep
spiritual  aspects  of  the  philosophy  of  KARMA.  Their  faces  showed  genuine  interest.  During  the
meeting,  there were many questions  and answers,  proposals for further  cooperation because all  the
people understood the importance of the spiritual knowledge at present time, when stress and crimes are
widespread in the society. The meeting ended with a five-minute meditation. Everyone could feel deep
inner silence and peace. The atmosphere completely changed and nobody wanted to leave the room.
Every participant got a sweet toli and a card with his/her special virtue. Then some people asked for
individual talk or consultation.

      

Every morning during the next three days, all the group met online for a short Raja Yoga meditation
course. They have got an introduction of the soul, the Supreme Soul and the Raja Yoga method on how
to maintain peace and remain honest.
  
One of the prosecutors suggested to hold a special online class on KARMA for prisoners. At the end of
June, 300 prisoners and the staff gathered in a large hall in front of the screen. At first it was difficult to
attract  their  attention  and  to  make  them  interested,  but  a  sincere  brotherly  attitude  towards  each
participant, a talk about their good qualities, simple points of knowledge which are important in life, and
God's support melted the ice,  and smiles appeared on their  faces.  Collective meditation completely
transformed  their  mood.  At  the  end  of  the  lesson,  they  clapped,  showed  ‘likes’,  and  thanked  the
organisers. We felt that their gratitude came from the heart. 



One  of  the  participants  came  up  to  the  microphone  and  said  that  the  words  and  pictures  of  the
presentation touched him very much, and he realized that he should not blame anyone. He understood
that he might go forward and be very attentive to his thoughts and consciousness.

     

We hope for further cooperation with the justice authorities not only in this aimag (region), but also in
other regions of Mongolia.


